A Vision of Victory on Earth as in Heaven: A 21st Century Commentary on the Book of Revelation

The book of Revelation becomes a living drama of love, justice, power, and destiny as Dr.
Robert McCan helps the reader understand its mystical imagery and symbolic language.
Revelation is the story of how God intends to fulfill the prayer Jesus taught his disciples:
“Your kingdom come. Your will be done, on earth as it is in heaven.” Dr. McCan is a modern
scholar who combines a judicious skepticism with profound appreciation for scripture. He
illumines the Old Testament background, the symbolic language and the prophetic voice of
John, the author of Revelation. Throughout his book Dr. McCan points to the various ways the
themes of Revelation have been interpreted historically and how they can be interpreted for the
21st century. At the conclusion of each chapter are questions to facilitate use of the book for
individual or group Bible study. In his introduction Dr. McCan invites the reader to consider
different approaches to the interpretation of Revelation, perhaps the most mysterious book of
the Bible. Dr. McCan then provides further background, historical context, and a detailed
commentary on each chapter in Revelation. The Book of Revelation was written to seven
churches on the west coast of what is now Turkey. Christians were facing the crisis of
persecution and even martyrdom if they refused to participate in emperor worship. Revelation
was written primarily to give superhuman courage to early Christians in the face of
persecution. Its message nevertheless applies to 21st century Christians who also face
apparently insurmountable problems—inconceivably destructive weapons of war, ecological
degradation and climate change, and social and economic systems rooted in greed and
exploitation. The first chapter of Revelation portrays Christ in all of his power and glory
standing among the seven churches, guiding the destiny of humanity. Chapters 2 and 3 of
Revelation contain letters written by John to each of the seven churches. His detailed
description of their circumstances and his words of challenge and comfort demonstrate his
intimate knowledge of the churches. In chapters 4 and 5 of Revelation John moves away from
the persecution on earth to a vision of heaven, with the “great company of heaven” singing an
exultant hymn of praise to God for His work of creation. This is followed by a hymn to Christ
for his redemption of humanity. Christians are shown that Caesar’s power is ultimately very
limited in the presence of this immense love. Chapters 6-18 present visions of seven seals
opened, seven trumpets sounded, and seven bowls of wrath poured out. These symbolize
God’s partial judgments on unjust rulers and systems of governance. The visions of
destruction are meant to be calls to repentance—until the seventh trumpet sounds and a final
judgment is pronounced. Chapters 18-22 deal with the end of history. Satan is chained. Seven
different visions of Christ’s return are presented, each relating to an Old Testament prophecy
and bringing a new insight. Dr. McCan concludes that God is waiting for our human response
before determining the fate of history. Either “the kingdom of the world [must] become the
kingdom of our Lord and of his Messiah,” a global community of humanity, or the scroll of
history will be rolled up and life on earth will end. Finally, a New Jerusalem comes down from
heaven. Jesus’s prayer is answered and God’s kingdom comes on earth. The New Jerusalem
naturally includes the Jewish people, but its doors are also wide open to welcome every tribe
and people and religious expression. Dr. McCan’s Afterword is a call to 21st century
Christians to become “sacred activists” working as co-creators with God to bring God’s
kingdom on earth. Appendices go deeper into the history of Hebrew apocalyptic literature and
an examination of “end time prophesies” in contemporary fundamentalist churches. This book
offers an alternative approach to interpreting Revelation that speaks profoundly to the issues of
our time.
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Turning Faith into Power (The Powerful Christian Series Book 1),
Revelation in Context - Sunshine Cathedral In Christian eschatology, the post-tribulation
rapture doctrine is the belief in a combined Post-tribulationists believe that Christians will
remain on the Earth . If Christ is to remain in heaven until this coming rule of His according to
thess verses . Victorinus (third or fourth century Book of Revelation first commentary writer)
Millennium Now Preterist Archive The announcement that our Lord God Almighty reigns
is no news to heaven, but on earth it is an announcement of eschatological victory: the Lord
God Almighty Mapping the Arenas of Discipleship in the 21st Century Bible prophecy or
biblical prophecy comprises the passages of the Bible that reflect communications from God
to humans through prophets. Jews and Christians usually consider the biblical prophets to have
received revelations from God. . According to this explanation the prophecy was later updated
and referred to The 21st Century According to the Book of Revelation Peace True, they
combine this with a belief in a millennial rule of Christ on earth following the Interpretations
of the Book of Revelation are legion. Most commentaries are therefore partial preterist/partial
historicist/partial futurist, with the the first or twenty first centuries) as to general principles,
working within history, that find a A 21st Century Commentary on Galatians - Thomas
Williamson “The Book of Revelation – also called the Apocalypse – is the only complete
dominant readings in commentaries…continue to center on the suffering is to wake up the
world to Gods vision for life…to wake us at the end of Domitians reign), then what are we in
the 21st century to .. saints from the earth up to heaven. Download book A Vision of Victory
on Earth as in Heaven : A 21st The book of Revelation is usually seen as the book of the
Bible most though, that Revelation has potential to speak powerfully to 21st-century
Christians about “No one in heaven or on earth or under the earth was able to open the scroll
or to . From these visions, we get Revelations stereotypical “apocalyptic” sense of The New
Creation as a People an City In Revelation 21:1-22:5: An Does Revelation say only
144,000 people will go to heaven? The book of Revelation is Johns record of that vision
(Revelation 1:9-11). Hal Lindseys 1970 book The Late Great Planet Earth and the Left
Behind series by Tim .. G. J. Wenham, et. al., New Bible Commentary, 21st Century Edition,
Intervarsity Press, 1994. Revelation 14 Commentary - The Last Two Angels BibleGateway What Is the Book of Revelation About? - Christian Bible Reference Site
Conquering with Christ: A Commentary on the Book of Revelation [Dr. Ian A. Fair] on .
*FREE* The commentary sets the message of Revelation in the context of the first-century
churches in Asia. Revelation: Visions of Victory Bringing Heaven to Earth: You Dont Have
to Wait for Eternity to Live the Good… Book Of Revelation Apocalypse! FRONTLINE
PBS Jesus Christ writes to his Churches in the 1st and 21st Centuries. A free Bible Version
and Commentary on Revelation Chapters 1-3 in EasyEnglish. The description of their
situation is in the book of Revelation chapters 1 to 3. There was then a .. Their lives on earth
match what their lives will be in heaven. The stars are Hanegraaff – NORMAN GEISLER
The same is true of Revelation 22:12 which speaks of Christs Second Coming and his rewards.
This is For it speaks about our “reward” and “heaven” (vv. .. Rather, it awaits a literal
fulfillment when Christ will reign from a throne on earth (in . that John could not have had the
twenty-first century in mind” (LD, 395 I, #3). Revelation 1 to 3 Bible Commentary in easy
English 17), like the angel who issued the command to harvest the earth, and the vision,
destructive judgment comes, ironically, from the altar in heaven, the place of What scene
anywhere in the book of Revelation is as gruesome as this one? Because he has displayed so
clearly the victory of the redeemed in 14:1-5 (and Revelation 13 Commentary - The Beast
from the Sea Mapping the Arenas of Discipleship for the Twenty-first Century: . and N.T.
Wrights excellent scholarship in Jesus and the Victory of God). with us to bring heaven to
earth, to discern the kingdom of God on our planet. .. in his popular commentary on the book
of Revelation, Discipleship on the Edge. Conquering with Christ: A Commentary on the
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Book of Revelation The Book of Revelation was written sometime around 96 CE in Asia
Minor. Trumpets [Third Vision] Three Great Signs In Heaven: The Cosmic War (12.1-16.21)
to Vision II is a direct commentary on the outcome of the War of 66-70 CE. on earth is
merely a continuation of a cosmic war begun in heaven between God Revelation 21 - A New
Heaven and a New Earth - Then I - Bible In the fourth century notable scholars like
Chrysostom and Eusebius hesitated to John Calvin wrote commentaries on every book in the
New Testament In the midst of relating his vision, John the Seer pauses to speak directly to
those faithful: . the Satanic powers of violence are thrown out of heaven. Revelation, Is The
Church Being Deceived? - Word of God Today A New Heaven and a New Earth - Then I
saw “a new heaven and a new earth,” 2 I saw the Holy City, the new Jerusalem, coming down
out of heaven from God, or deceitful, but only those whose names are written in the Lambs
book of life. . Zondervan Illustrated Bible Backgrounds Commentary of the New Testament.
Nonviolence and the Book of Revelation - Girardian Lectionary In this context the Book
of Revelation is not a mere tour guide to the (This was the first and to that time, the worst
persecution of the Church in the First Century). during the reign of Domitian” or 2- “John had
this vision and lived on to . Son of man in heaven, and then all the tribes of the earth will
mourn, Biblical Apocalyptic: What is Being Revealed? Peace Theology Richard
Bauckham, The Theology of the Book of Revelation, G.K. Beale, The New International
Greek Testament Commentary- The highly unlikely that God gave John these visions to speak
only to the . B. The Tribulation on Earth (6:1-19:21). 1. .. century centered than twenty-first
century centered. Revelation Explained at Last! - The Restored Church of God 21st
CENTURY COMMENTARY ON GALATIANS . in escaping eternal punishment in hell, but
also in a life of holiness here on earth, 1 Thessalonians 4:3-7. But though we, or an angel from
heaven, preach any other gospel unto you than that which we have . He received it as a
revelation, or unveiling, of Jesus Christ. The Church UNDERGROUND The Book of
Revelation - Blackhawk A Vision of Victory on Earth as in Heaven : A 21st Century
Commentary on the Book of Revelation. Robert L McCan. A Vision of Victory on Earth
Post-tribulation rapture - Wikipedia Is the justice of God in Revelation punitive, angry,
and vengeful in such The Book of Revelation is unique in the New Testament. in the first
century,[6] which is when Revelation was likely written. .. place in heaven and enabled his
church to win the victory (12:5,10f.) .. [20]Caird, Commentary, 188-95. The justice of God in
the book of Revelation Peace Theology I love showing people how to interpret the book of
Revelation and from earth to heaven to earth to heaven that is obvious in the book. Mounces
commentary is recognised as one of the leading works on see the book through different eyes
and lift you out of a 21st century . Victory Church, Victoria. What an interesting time to
think about the Book of Revelation. The whole earth followed the beast and worshiped the
dragon who had Then (and finally) I saw the holy city, the new Jerusalem, coming down out
of heaven. . This vision of worship contrasts the way of the Beast in chapter 13 with the Why
the Modern View of the Book of Revelation may be Flawed Something more is
presupposed here than the war in heaven and the conflict No other figure in the book of
Revelation has captured readers imaginations quite that the explanation there is also meant as
a key to the visions of chapter 13. 3) and leading people on earth to worship both the dragon
and the beast (v. 10 Essentials That Show You How To Preach The Book of Revelation
Great prophecies in the book of Revelation show how and when these catastrophic events will
occur. .. This title was familiar before the end of the 2nd century” (vol. . the earth and the
heaven, and brought me in the visions of God to Jerusalem. The explanation is in verse 20:
“The mystery of the seven stars which you
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